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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

On Tuesday, March 22, 2016, three coordinated
terrorist bombings killed 31 people and wounded
around 300 more in Brussels, Belgium.1 Two
brothers, Ibrahim el-Bakraoui, 29, and Khalid elBakraoui, 27, Najim Laachraoui, 25, and two other
individuals who remain at large were responsible
for the attacks.2 10 people were killed and roughly
100 were injured in two blasts—conducted by
Ibrahim el-Bakraoui, Najim Laachraoui, and one
of the unknown individuals—near the departures
terminal at Brussels Airport. The third blast,
occurring an hour later at the Maelbeek subway
station in downtown Brussels and carried out by
Khalid el-Bakraoui, killed 20 people and injured
around 130 more. The fifth individual was reportedly
an accomplice of el-Bakraoui at the subway station.
ISIS claimed responsibility for the attack via
postings through their official account on Telegram
(a mobile-messaging platform) and official Twitter
accounts.3
Only four days prior to the attacks, Belgian police
captured Salah Abdeslam, the only surviving
attacker to have participated in the Nov. 13, 2015
Paris attacks that killed 130 people. Abdeslam told
Belgian authorities after his capture that he was
“ready to restart something from Brussels.”4
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According to Belgian federal prosecutor Frédéric
van Leeuw, there are direct connections between
Salah Abdeslam and two other Paris attackers
(Abdelhamid Abaaoud and Bilal Hadfi) and
the el-Bakraoui brothers who undertook the
Brussels attacks. Belgian authorities found Najim
Laachraoui’s DNA in a Schaerbeek, Belgium home
where remains of TATP explosives, commonly used
by ISIS and discovered in the vests used by the
Paris attackers, were recovered. The same home
also had fingerprints from Salah Abdeslam.5 The
links between the Paris attackers and the Brussels
terrorists raises the importance of understanding
who the Western “foreign fighters” who have left for
Syria are, how deep their networks run, and what
threat they pose when they return to the West.
In order to answer these questions, New America
has examined 604 militants from 26 Western
countries who have been reported by credible
news sources as having left their home countries
to fight with ISIS or other Sunni jihadist groups in
Syria or Iraq. (In this updated version of the “ISIS
in the West” report that New America released in
November 2015, we have added 130 more individuals
to our dataset.)6
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KEY FINDINGS

• Western fighters in Syria and Iraq represent
a new demographic profile, quite different
from that of other Western militants who had
fought in Afghanistan in the 1980s or Bosnia in
the 1990s.
• Women are represented in
unprecedented numbers. One in seven of
the individuals in New America’s dataset
are women. Women were rarely if at all
represented among militants in previous
jihadist conflicts.
• They are young. The average age for
individuals in New America’s dataset is 25.
For female recruits, the average age is 22.
Almost one-fifth of New America’s sample
are teenagers, of whom more than a third
are female.
• They are active online. Over a quarter of
the Western militants in New America’s
dataset were reported either to have
been active in online jihadist circles or to
have radicalized via interaction online.
However, there continue to be cases of
physical in-person recruitment.
• Many have familial ties to jihadism. Onethird of the Western militants have a familial
connection to jihad, whether through relatives
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currently fighting in Syria or Iraq, through
marriage, or some other link to jihadists from
prior conflicts or attacks. Of those with a
familial link, over half have a relative fighting
in Iraq or Syria, while almost one-third are
connected through marriage, many of them new
marriages conducted after arriving in Syria.
• The Americans drawn to the Syrian jihad—250
have tried or have succeeded in getting to
Syria, according to official estimates—share
the same profile as the Western fighters
overall: Women are well-represented, and the
volunteers are young, they are active online,
and many have family ties to jihad. More than
one in seven of the Americans who traveled,
attempted to travel, or supported others’
travel to Syria are women. The average age of
American militants is 25, with one-fifth still in
their teens. Eight out of 10 of the Americans are
active in online jihadist circles.
• Only six American militants have returned
from fighting or training with militant groups
in Syria and been taken into custody, while
another American militant returned to the
United States and then left for Syria again
where he conducted a suicide attack in 2014.
• This makes a total of seven American
“returnees” to the States who have trained
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Figure 1 | Demographics of Western Fighters

1 in 7

Western militants in Syria
and Iraq are women

25

Average age of male Western militants in Syria and Iraq

22

Average age of female Western militants in Syria and Iraq

Figure 2 | How Are Western Fighters Reaching Syria?
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Via Turkey (255 of 604)
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Lebanon
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Via Lebanon (1 of 604)

Syria
Iraq

57.6%

Unknown (348 of 604)
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with militant groups in Syria. The numbers of
returnees to European countries are orders of
magnitude greater.
• Around two-fifths of Western militants in New
America’s dataset have died in Syria or Iraq.
Almost half of the male foreign fighters and 7
percent of female militants have been killed.
• Europe faces a severe threat from welldeveloped jihadist networks linked to Syria
that have demonstrated their ability to
conduct repeated attacks in Europe.
• The Paris attacks succeeded because the
10 key perpetrators relied on a network of 21
militants that New America has identified
who aided the attackers both in Belgium and
France.
• The threat to Europe is driven by the large
numbers of Europeans who have traveled to
fight in Syria and Iraq and who have returned
to the West.
• The threat to the United States from returning
fighters is low and will likely be manageable.
So far, no “returnee” from Syria has committed
an act of violence in the United States and only
one returnee has been arrested for plotting a
domestic attack. Of the 27 Americans militants
identified by New America who reached Syria,
twelve have died, eight are at large, and seven
are in custody.
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• The United States should be aware of the
threat posed by Western returnees from Iraq
and Syria - many of whom come from Western
countries that are part of the United States’
visa waiver program and therefore can enter
the States without a visa. These militants
can also pose a threat to American targets in
Europe.
• ISIS-inspired violence will pose the most likely
threat to the United States. ISIS directed
violence is also a possibility in the States.
• Few of the Western fighters who have traveled
to Syria or Iraq are in government custody.
One-fifth of Western fighters in New America’s
dataset are in custody and almost two-fifths of
the individuals are still at large, presumably in
Syria or Iraq. (Almost all of the remaining twofifths have been reported as dead.)
• The most popular route to Syria is through
Turkey. Forty-two percent of the Western foreign
fighters made their way to Syria or Iraq via
Turkey. Only one has been documented as using
an alternative route—via Lebanon. For the rest
of the Western militants, it’s not clear from the
public record how they arrived in Syria.
• The majority of Western fighters have joined
ISIS. Only one-tenth have joined Jabhat alNusra, al-Qaeda’s Syrian affiliate, and only
seven percent have joined other smaller militant
groups.
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Figure 3 | The Status of Western Foreign Fighters
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1 in 5

Western fighters are
in custody

39%

At large (237 of 604)

40%

Dead (239 of 604)

3%

Returned and outside custody (20 of 604)

18%

In custody (108 of 604)

Figure 4 | The Status of American Foreign Fighters
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7 in 10

American foreign fighters
were arrested before
reaching Syria
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9%

At large (8 of 94)

13%

Dead (12 of 94)

6%

Returned and in custody (6 of 94)

1%

In custody abroad (1 of 94)

71%

Arrested before reaching Syria (67 of 94)
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WHO ARE THE WEST’S FOREIGN
FIGHTERS?

Any assessment of the threat to the West posed by
Western fighters drawn to the Syrian conflict must
begin with an examination of who those fighters
are. New America gathered names and information
for 604 Western fighters from 26 Western countries:
Albania (4), Australia (35), Austria (6), Belgium
(111), Bosnia (5), Canada (26), Denmark (14), Finland
(4), France (63), Germany (38), Ireland (7), Italy
(6), Kosovo (4), Luxembourg (2), Macedonia (4),
Montenegro (1), Netherlands (29), New Zealand
(1), Norway (13), Portugal (3), Serbia (2), Spain (3),
Sweden (24), Switzerland (2), the United Kingdom
(165), the United States (30), and two other
Westerners whose country affiliations are unknown.

Gender
Women are represented in unprecedented
numbers. One in seven of the militants in New
America’s dataset are women. While Western
women are not going to fight in the war in Syria,
they are playing supporting roles, often marrying
frontline fighters and sometimes working as a kind
of police force that enforces ISIS’s draconian laws.
These are women like Sally Jones from the United
Kingdom, who traveled to Syria in 2013 to join ISIS
and her husband Junaid Hussain, another British
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militant, and Emilie Konig who left France in 2012 to
join ISIS. Both Jones and Konig were designated as
foreign terrorist fighters by the United States.7 Other
cases of women joining militant groups include
20-year-old Minnesotan Yusra Ismail who is charged
with stealing a friend’s passport allegedly enabling
her to travel to Syria in August 2014 and U.K.
medical students Lena Maumoon Abdulqadir, Nada
Sami Kader, and Rowan Kamal Zine El Abidine, who
reportedly left for Syria in March 2015.8
By contrast, Thomas Hegghammer, in his 2013 study
of Western foreign fighters who fought in Bosnia,
Somalia, Afghanistan, Pakistan, and elsewhere
between 1990 and 2010 found that “practically all
Western jihadists are male.”9

Age
Western foreign fighters in Syria are young, with
an average age of 25. The females who have left for
Syria are even younger; the average age of female
militants is 22; ages range from 15 to 53 years old.
Males are reported to have joined between the ages
of 13 and 75, with an average age of 25.
New America has documented 103 cases of
teenagers who went to join the fight in Syria,
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constituting more than a sixth of the Westerners
who have gone. More than a third of these
teenagers are girls. Hans-Georg Maassen, the
head of Germany’s domestic security agency, said
in March 2015 that nine female German minors left
for Syria and that of 70 confirmed cases of women
leaving, 40 percent were under 25.10 Discussing the
arrest of 19-year-old American Mohammed Hamzah
Khan, who was charged with attempting to join ISIS
in Syria, a senior U.S. official told the Washington
Post: “You will see more young and juvenile cases in
the future.”11 In 2015, the United Kingdom arrested
16 people under the age of 18 for terrorism related
crimes - a record number.12

Western children younger than 16
have been involved in violence,
including as executioners.
ISIS makes no secret of its exploitation of teenagers
and even children, featuring them in propaganda.
A 2016 report by Mia Bloom, John Horgan, and
Charlie Winter identified 89 instances of children
and teenagers eulogized in ISIS propaganda.13 One
ISIS propaganda video titled “Cubs of the Khilafah”
features images of young children receiving military
training and religious teaching.14 For a December
2014 documentary reporting from within ISISheld territory and guided by an ISIS press officer,
Vice recorded interviews and footage of fighters,
including at least one Westerner, and their children
involved in indoctrination; the accompanying press
officer, Abu Mosa, proudly claimed that children
15 and younger attend indoctrination camps while
those 16 or older are allowed to fight.15 Abu Mosa
told the Vice reporter that those over the age of
16 participate in military operations “because
Usama Ibn Zaid [the adopted son of the Prophet
Mohammed] led an army when he was 17 or 18 years
old.”16
Western children younger than 16 have been
involved in violence, including as executioners. In
March 2015, ISIS released a video of a French child
shooting a Palestinian hostage in the forehead.17
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Active Online
More than a quarter of the Western militants in
New America’s dataset were reported either to
have been active in online jihadist circles or to
have radicalized via interaction online. This is
likely an undercount for many of the individuals in
the dataset the details of their radicalization path
have not been reported.
ISIS relies on a multifaceted online strategy to recruit
and advise potential foreign fighters and supporters.
This includes both active efforts by individuals
with social media accounts to recruit and organize
other individuals as well as a more broad-based
dissemination of propaganda. In the fall of 2014,
J.M. Berger and Jonathon Morgan estimated that
there were “no fewer than 46,000 Twitter accounts
supporting ISIS” overtly and a maximum of 90,000
ISIS supporter accounts on Twitter.18
New America has identified several individuals
acting as online recruiters based on court records
and press reports. Sometimes these individuals
are involved in recruiting strangers and sometimes
they recruit individuals with whom they share
previous in-person or even familial ties. Among the
individuals reported as having engaged in online
recruitment activity are several Americans:
• Mujahid Miski, believed to be American
Muhammed Abdullahi Hassan, who was
charged with leaving to fight for al-Shabaab,
al-Qaeda’s Somali affiliate, along with several
other Somali-Americans from Minnesota.19 In
2015, Miski interacted with Elton Simpson,
one of the shooters in the May 2015 attack on
the Prophet Mohammed cartoon contest in
Garland, Texas, via Twitter urging violence
against the event.20 At one point, Simpson and
Miski shared direct messages via Twitter—a
form of communication on the platform that is
not public.21
• Abdi Nur, who is charged with having left to
fight in Syria, took on the role of online recruiter
after leaving for Syria. A complaint charging six
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other Minnesota men with trying to join ISIS
alleges that Nur acted as an online recruiter and
provided encouragement and advice to the men
via Kik and other social media platforms from
Syria.22

online recruiter for ISIS.29 On one of her Twitter
accounts she tweeted: “Wallah one of the things
most loved to me is when a sister sincerely kiks
me because she wants me to help her make
hijrah [pilgrimage for jihad].”30

• Hoda Muthana, a 20-year-old American woman
from Alabama, was identified by BuzzFeed
as the individual behind the Twitter account
“Umm Jihad,” which encouraged Americans to
leave for Syria.23

Other individuals have been identified either
anonymously or pseudonymously. For example, an
unnamed co-conspirator is mentioned in the court
documents in the case of Shannon Conley, a 19-yearold Colorado woman, who pleaded guilty in 2014 to
conspiring to join ISIS.31 According to the plea, the
man, who identified himself as a fighter in Syria,
met Conley online and the two planned to become
engaged.32

• Abdifatah Aden, who lived in Columbus, Ohio,
until he left in May 2013 for Syria, where he died
fighting for Nusra, helped recruit his brother
Abdirahman Sheik Mohamud and guided him
into Syria in April 2014 by communicating
privately online according to the criminal
complaint charging Mohamud with providing
material support to terrorists.24
• Ali Shukri Amin, a 17-year-old Northern Virginia
high school student who ran a pro-ISIS Twitter
account that provided in-depth technical
information on anonymization techniques as
well as promoting his jihadist ideas.25 Amin
pleaded guilty to putting his 18-year-old friend
Reza Niknejad in contact with an ISIS supporter
outside the United States using surespot, an
encrypted messaging tool; that individual help
facilitate Niknejad’s successful travel to Syria.26
There are also a number of British citizens engaged
in online recruitment:
• Junaid Hussain, a 20-year-old British hacker
who is believed to have left in 2013 for Syria
was reportedly engaged in online recruiting
of hackers for the CyberCaliphate, the group
that hacked the Pentagon’s Twitter account in
January 2015.27 Hussain, who was killed in a U.S.
airstrike in August 2015, was among those with
whom Elton Simpson interacted with on Twitter
prior to his attack in Garland, Texas.28

However, not all recruitment relies upon social
media and online communication. The United
Nations Analytical Support and Sanctions
Monitoring Team noted in their 2015 report on
jihadist groups that “most Member States indicate
that direct personal contact remains a core
ingredient of most radicalization and recruitment
processes for foreign terrorist fighters.”33
Indeed, New America identified several cases in
which in-person recruitment played an important
role. For example, Jejoen Bontinck, a 19-yearold Belgian traveled to Syria as a result of ties
he developed to the Sharia4Belgium radical
Islamist group through a neighbor.34 Bontinck
was eventually invited to visit the headquarters of
Sharia4Belgium where he eventually attended a
24-week ideological training program that included
watching videos by American radical cleric Anwar
al-Awlaki.35 Bontinck began to spend most of his
time with members of Sharia4Belgium while the
group deliberately sought to isolate him from his
parents.36 Bontinck reportedly left for Syria after
receiving a call from a neighbor who was in Syria.37
Bontinck’s story provides a reminder that while
online social media in many ways defines recruiting
in the West by ISIS and other Syrian militant groups,
physical in-person networks continue to operate in
some locations.

• Aqsa Mahmood, a 20-year-old British woman,
left for Syria in 2013 and became a prominent
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Familial Ties With Other Jihadists
Just under a third of the Western militants
have a familial connection to jihad, whether
through relatives currently fighting in Syria or Iraq,
marriage, or some other link to jihadists from prior
conflicts.
Of those with a familial link, one-third are through
marriage, many of them new marriages conducted
after the militants have arrived in Syria.
Over half of Western fighters with familial ties to
jihad are individuals who have a relative who has
also left for Syria. For example,
• Abdelhamid Abaaoud, the chief planner of
the Paris attacks, joined ISIS in early 2014 and
recruited his 13-year-old brother Younes to join
him later in the year. French authorities killed
Abdelhamid in a raid on November 18, 2015.
Younes reportedly remains in Syria.38
• The Deghayes family in the United Kingdom
had three sons leave for Syria. The oldest told
his father that he had joined Jabhat al-Nusra.39
A much smaller group—fewer than one in 12—were
related to jihadists from prior conflicts or attacks.
For example: French citizen Abdelouahab elBaghdadi, whose brother-in-law Mohammed Merah
killed seven people in a 2012 attack on Toulouse and
Montauban, was arrested and accused of joining
militants in Syria; and British ISIS recruit AbdelMajed Abdel Bary, whose father, Adel Abdel Bary,
was convicted for the role he played in the 1998
U.S. embassy bombings conspiracy in Kenya and
Tanzania.40

The American Profile
The Americans drawn to the Syrian jihad—250
have tried or have succeeded in getting to Syria,
according to FBI Director James Comey—share
the same profile as the Western fighters overall:
Women are well-represented, and volunteers are
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young, they are very active online, and many have
family ties to jihad.41
New America examined 94 American militantst
who traveled to Syria or Iraq to fight, or attempted
to do so, or provided support to others traveling or
seeking to travel to Syria. Seven out of ten of the
militants were arrested before they could get to
Syria.
More than one in seven of the Americans were
women. Among the women were three teenage
girls from Colorado, who allegedly sought to join
ISIS but were stopped in Germany and returned to
the United States after their fathers reported them
missing; Shannon Conley, a 19-year-old also from
Colorado who was arrested after plotting to travel
to Syria to join a foreign fighter she had met online;
and Hoda Muthana, a 20-year-old Alabama woman
who succeeded in traveling to Syria and then helped
ISIS’s online recruitment efforts.42
The average age of the Americans drawn to
militant groups in Syria and Iraq is 25 and more
than one in five are teenagers. They include
Conley; the three girls from Colorado; Mohammed
Hamzah Khan, a 19-year-old who pleaded guilty to
attempting to join ISIS in Syria; and his younger
brother and sister, who allegedly joined him in the
effort.43
Online activity was ubiquitous among the
Americans, with eight in 10 active in online jihadist
circles.
Beyond the increasing representation of women
and teens and the ubiquitous online activity, little
in the way of a profile ties the Americans in Syria
together, posing a challenge for law enforcement.
Those accused include Joshua Van Haften, a 34-yearold white man and registered sex offender from
Wisconsin; Hoda Muthana, the 20-year-old Alabama
woman from a Yemeni-American family; and Tairod
Pugh, a 47-year-old African-American convert to
Islam who once served in the Air Force.44 Among the
94 American citizens and residents there is no ethnic
profile – they are Caucasian, Somali-American,
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Of those with a familial link, one-third are through
marriage, many of them new marriages conducted after
the militants have arrived in Syria.

Vietnamese-American, Bosnian-American, and ArabAmerican, among other ethnicities and nationalities.
Americans drawn to the militant groups fighting
in the Syrian conflict hail from all over the United
States. According to FBI Director James Comey,
the FBI is investigating cases in all 50 states.45
Indeed, among the 94 individuals in the United
States that we examined there were residents of
21 states: Alabama, Arizona, California, Colorado,
Florida, Georgia, Illinois, Massachusetts, Michigan,
Minnesota, Mississippi, Missouri, New Jersey, New
York, North Carolina, Ohio, Pennsylvania, South
Carolina, Texas, Virginia, and Wisconsin.
This is in sharp contrast to an earlier wave of
jihadist recruitment from the States that began in
2007, in which a cohort of U.S. militants were drawn
to the Somalia civil war and fought alongside the
Somali terrorist group al-Shabaab. Those militants
were overwhelmingly Somali-Americans, most of
whom were from Minnesota.

Death Rate
For Western militants, the wars engulfing Syria
and Iraq have often proven deadly. Almost half of
the male fighters and seven percent of the female
recruits have been killed in Syria or Iraq.
In total, almost four in ten of the militants in our
dataset have been reported as dead in Syria or Iraq.
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The difference in death rates between the genders is
unsurprising, as women do not take part in combat.
According to an ISIS female recruit: “There is not
a single women fightin in IS. The womens place is
in her house looking after her kids & fulfilling her
duty to her husband.”46 Given that women are not
fighting on the front lines for ISIS, that seven percent
of them are still reported to have died illustrates how
dangerous Syria is for Western fighters.
Few countries report the number of their foreign
fighters who have died, but among those that do
report those death rates, they have generally been
between 8 to 18 percent.
There are many contributing factors to the high
death toll for individuals fighting in Syria. ISIS
reportedly uses foreign fighters as cannon fodder,
placing them on the front lines in Syria and utilizing
them as suicide bombers.54 In March 2016, Brett
McGurk placed the number of ISIS fighters killed by
coalition air strikes in the “low tens of thousands.”55
ISIS has also reportedly executed foreign fighters
who sought to return home. In December 2014,
the Syrian Observatory for Human Rights claimed
that ISIS had executed 116 foreign fighters who
had sought to return home.56 In 2015, ISIS released
a video showing a child shooting Mohamed
Musallam, a 19-year-old Palestinian citizen of
Israel who ISIS claimed was an Israeli spy—a claim
Musallam’s family denies, saying he was instead
a foreign fighter who was killed after he sought to
leave the group.57
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Table 1 | Foreign Fighter Death Rates

Official Death Count

Official Count of
Foreign Fighters

Death Rate

Australia 47

20

110

18.2%

Denmark 48

19

115

16.5%

Finland 49

6

50

12.0%

France 50

119

1,450

8.2%

Germany 51

100

720

13.9%

Netherlands 52

21

180

11.7%

Norway 53

15

80

18.8%

Country

How Many Are at Large?
Few of the Western fighters who have traveled to
Syria or Iraq are in government custody. Onefifth of the Western militants in New America’s
dataset are in custody and almost two-fifths of the
individuals are still at large, while almost all of the
remaining two-fifths have been reported as dead. A
small number—3 percent—returned home without
being taken into custody.

How Do They Reach Syria?

Lebanon. For the rest of the Western militants, it is
not clear from the public record how they arrived in
Syria.

Who Are They Affiliated With?
Where an affiliation can be determined, the
majority of the Western fighters have joined ISIS:
Over three-fifths have joined ISIS, while one tenth
have joined al Qaeda’s affiliate in Syria, known as
the Nusra Front, and 7 percent have joined other
smaller militant groups.

The most popular route to Syria is through Turkey.
42 percent of the Western foreign fighters made their
way to Syria or Iraq via Turkey. Only one militant
is documented as using an alternative route—via
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WHAT THREAT DO THEY POSE TO THE
UNITED STATES?

The threat to the United States from returning
fighters is low and will likely be manageable.
So far, no returnee from the Syrian conflict
has conducted an attack in the United States.
However, the United States will have to remain
aware of the threat from European returnees—
many of whom come from countries that are part
of the United States’ visa waiver program. ISISinspired violence will pose the most likely threat
to the United States.
Five years into the Syrian civil war, there is little
evidence that American militants pose a significant
threat of returning to conduct attacks inside the
United States. Of the 94 cases of Americans that
we found who have been drawn to the Syrian
war, only 27 actually reached Syria. For 49 of the
94 American cases, their attempts to reach Syria
did not succeed. In 18 cases the criminal activity
consisted of providing support to other militants
fighting in Syria or those militants attempting to
fight there.
Of the 27 Americans who managed to reach Syria,
twelve died there. For example, Floridian Moner
Abu Salha died in 2014 conducting a suicide
bombing in northern Syria (he made a brief return
to the United States before traveling back to Syria
to conduct the suicide attack).58 Douglas McAuthur
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McCain, a Muslim convert from California, was
killed fighting for ISIS in a battle against the Free
Syrian Army.59 A third American, Massachusetts
man Ahmad Abousamra was reportedly killed in an
Iraqi airstrike while he was fighting for ISIS.60
Eight Americans remain at large.
Six American militants have returned and been
taken into custody, while another American
returned to the United States and then left for
Syria again, making for a total of seven American
“returnees.”
In only one of these cases, that of Abdirahman
Sheik Mohamud, a 23-year-old Ohio man, is the
returnee accused of plotting an attack inside
the United States. Much remains unclear about
Abdirahman Sheik Mohamud’s case, complicating
efforts to determine how serious the plot was.
Court documents allege that Mohamud exchanged
communications with his brother Abdifatah Aden,
who left in May 2013 for Syria, where he later died
fighting for Nusra. On April 18, 2014, Mohamud
left the United States and fought in Syria before
returning to the United States two months later.61
The government alleges that a cleric in Syria told
Mohamud that he should return to the United States
to conduct an act of terrorism.62 Mohamud allegedly
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discussed a desire to kill American soldiers
execution-style at a military base in Texas, and he
went to a firing range to practice shooting, though
his defense attorney says there is no evidence that
he sought to stockpile weapons.63 Mohamud came
to the government’s attention before he left for
Syria and the FBI tried to intervene to prevent him
from traveling overseas.64 After his return to the
United States, he was monitored by an informant,
leading to his arrest.65 In addition, the owner of the
gun range where he practiced shooting reportedly
provided a tip to the police.66 Mohamud has pleaded
not guilty.
Five other American fighters returned to the United
States from Syria and were taken into custody.
Eric Harroun returned to the United States after
discussions with American officials.67 He was
arrested and charged with conspiring to use rocketpropelled grenades that he claimed to have fired in
Syria.68 In a second case, Sinh Vinh Ngo Nguyen,
who had returned from Syria where he fought with
Nusra, al-Qaeda’s Syrian affiliate, was arrested in
an informant-led operation and pleaded guilty to a
terrorism charge in December 2013.69
In a third case, Mohamad Saeed Kodaimati of
California was arrested in March 2015 in Ankara,
Turkey and charged with making false statements
involving international terrorism.70 According to
the complaint, Kodaimati, a naturalized American
citizen, had worked with a sharia court in Syria
that involved working with ISIS and other militant
groups and had participated in an attack in
coordination with Jabhat al-Nusra and then lied
about it to American officials.71 Kodaimati was
interviewed by government officials prior to his
return to the United States, monitored after his
return, and arrested a month after returning to the
United States.72 Kodaimati pleaded guilty to lying to
the FBI in October 2015.73
In a fourth case, Bilal Abood, a naturalized
American citizen from Iraq, was arrested and
charged with making false statements regarding
never having pledged allegiance to ISIS.74 Abood had
been on the government’s radar since at least 2013,
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when it stopped him from traveling to his native
Iraq and in an interview he admitted planning to
fight with the Free Syrian Army.75 On a subsequent
trip in 2013, Abood did successfully travel to Syria,
spending time at an armed opposition camp,
though he denies supporting ISIS.76 In July 2014, the
FBI searched Abood’s computer, finding a pledge of
allegiance to ISIS’s leader on Twitter.77 Ten months
later, in the wake of the attack in Garland, Texas,
the FBI arrested Abood.78 Abood pleaded guilty to
one count of making a false statement to the FBI in
October 2015.79
In a fifth case in January 2016, the United States
charged Aws Mohammed Younis al-Jayab, a
23-year-old Palestinian born in Iraq who came to
the United States as a refugee, with making false
statements regarding having gone to Iraq and Syria
to fight.80 The government alleges that “On Nov.
9, 2013, he flew from Chicago to Turkey, and then
traveled to Syria. Between November 2013 and
January 2014, Al-Jayab allegedly reported on social
media that he was in Syria fighting with various
terrorist organizations, including Ansar al-Islam,
a designated foreign terrorist organization since
2004. He returned to the United States on Jan. 23,
2014, and settled in Sacramento.”81 U.S. Attorney
Benjamin B. Wagner commented, “While he
represented a potential safety threat, there is no
indication that he planned any acts of terrorism in
this country.”82
One American is currently in the custody of Kurdish
forces after surrendering to them in Iraq. Mohamad
Jamal Khweis, a 26-year-old from Alexandria,
Virginia surrendered to Kurdish forces near Sinjar,
Iraq on March 14, 2016 after reportedly fighting for
ISIS.83 Khweis says he defected from ISIS because he
objected to the way it was ruling in the Iraqi city of
Mosul.84
These cases do not paint a picture of a highly
organized returnee threat inside the United States.
Indeed, speaking before the Council on Foreign
Relations in March 2015, Director of National
Intelligence James Clapper said that about 40
individuals had returned from Syria, and: “We have
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since found they went for humanitarian purposes or
some other reason that don’t relate to plotting.”85
However, one case does raise real concern regarding
existing security measures. Floridian Moner Abu
Salha managed to travel to Syria and train with
Jabhat al-Nusra before returning undetected to the
United States in 2013.86 Rather than preparing an
attack in the United States, Abu Salha returned
to Syria after unsuccessfully trying to recruit a
few friends to join him, and died conducting a
suicide bombing against the troops of Syrian leader
Bashar al-Assad.87 Abu Salha’s undetected return
presents an important warning sign, particularly
as the November 13, 2015 mass-casualty attacks in
Paris demonstrate an increased intention by ISIS
to emphasize attacks in the West rather than the
recruitment of more Western fighters to serve in the
Syrian civil war.

Five years into the Syrian civil
war, there is little evidence
that American militants pose a
significant threat of returning to
conduct attacks inside the U.S.
However, even in the case of Moner Abu Salha,
a tip put him on the U.S. government’s radar,
demonstrating the obstacles that returnees must
still navigate if they are plotting an attack inside the
United States.88
In assessing the threat posed by returning American
fighters, it is worth putting the current Syrian
conflict into historical perspective. While it was the
Afghan war against the Soviets and the ensuing
civil war that caused thousands of foreign fighters
to flock to Afghanistan—and helped launch Osama
bin Laden’s al-Qaeda—much has changed since
then that makes it a weak comparison for how
“blowback” from foreign jihads might affect Western
countries.89 For example, on 9/11, there were 16
people on the U.S. “no fly” list.90 Today, there are
about 48,000.91 In 2001, there were 32 Joint Terrorism
Task Force “fusion centers,” where multiple law
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enforcement agencies work together to chase down
leads and build terrorism cases.92 Now there are
104 centers.93 Prior to 9/11, the U.S. Department
of Homeland Security, National Counterterrorism
Center, Transportation Security Administration,
Northern Command, and Cyber Command didn’t
exist. In 2016, all of these new post-9/11 institutions
make it much harder for terrorists to operate in the
United States. The U.S. intelligence budget also
grew dramatically after 9/11, with Congress giving
the government substantial resources with which to
improve its counterterrorism capabilities. In 2013,
the United States allocated $72 billion to intelligence
collection and other covert activities.94 Before 9/11,
the budget was around one-third of that figure: $26
billion.95
Perhaps of most relevance to the issue of returning
fighters is that prior to 9/11, the law enforcement
community demonstrated little interest in
investigating or prosecuting individuals who
traveled abroad to fight in an overseas jihad.96
A post-9/11 American fighter flow to jihadist groups
abroad that sparked fears but turned out to be
an exaggerated threat to the United States was
al-Shabaab’s recruitment of American fighters to
wage war in Somalia. According to a review by
New America, no American fighter who fought in
the conflict in Somalia returned to plot an attack
in the United States.97 Instead, about one-third of
the individuals known to have traveled to fight in
Somalia died there, either as suicide bombers or on
the battlefield, while others were taken into custody
upon their return.98
There are, however, counterexamples of returning
militants to the United States since 9/11 who
attempted serious attacks. The United States’
experience with Americans fighting or training in
Pakistan provides an illustration of what a more
serious returnee threat might look like. Najibullah
Zazi, Adis Medunjanin, and Zarein Ahmedzay, who
all grew up in New York City, traveled to Pakistan,
where they ended up receiving training from alQaeda, and were sent back to the United States
in January 2009 where they were part of a serious
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plot to bomb the New York City subway in the
fall of 2009.99 On May 1, 2010, Connecticut-based
Faisal Shahzad, who was trained in bomb-making
techniques in Pakistan by the Pakistani Taliban,
left a car bomb undetected in New York City’s Times
Square that failed to properly explode.100

The ISIS-Inspired Homegrown Threat in
the United States
Acts of violence by individuals with no direct
connection to the terrorist groups in Syria but
who are inspired by them pose a more immediate
challenge than attacks by returning fighters. As
FBI Director James Comey noted in September 2014
while referring to the arrest of Terry Loewen, who
radicalized online and was accused of plotting an
attack on Wichita Airport in Kansas: “We have made
it so hard for people to get into this country, bad
guys, but they can enter as a photon and radicalize
somebody in Wichita, Kansas.”101 At the time, Comey
also noted that ISIS lacked the capability for a
sophisticated attack in the United States.102
On May 3, 2015, the United States saw its first actual
attack inspired by ISIS along the lines of similar
ISIS-inspired attacks in Ottawa and Copenhagen.103
Two men were killed by police after opening fire at a
contest to draw cartoons of the Prophet Mohammed
in Garland, Texas. The event was organized by the
American Freedom Defense Initiative and featured
right-wing Dutch politician Geert Wilders, who
had been named on an al-Qaeda hit list. One of the
shooters, Elton Simpson, had been convicted in 2011
of making a false statement to the FBI regarding
plans to travel to Somalia. Before conducting the
attack, Simpson tweeted his allegiance to ISIS.104
Simpson, a 30-year-old resident of Phoenix,
Arizona, who was born in Illinois and converted to
Islam during his youth, was joined in the attack by
his roommate Nadir Soofi, a 34-year-old who was
born in Garland.105
On December 2, 2015, Syed Rizwan Farook, an
American citizen born in the United States, and his
wife Tashfeen Malik, who entered on a K-1 visa that
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allows spouses of citizens to enter the U.S., killed
14 people and wounded another 22 in a shooting at
a county health department holiday party in San
Bernardino, California.106 According to a criminal
complaint that charged a third individual, Enrique
Marquez, with having helped acquire the weapons
used in the plot, a post on a Facebook page
associated with Malik pledged allegiance to ISIS
stating, “We pledge allegiance to Khalifa bu Bkr al
bhaghdadi al quraishi” on the day of the attack.107
However, it is worth noting that Farook allegedly
had radicalized and engaged in plotting before he
was drawn to ISIS.108

Prior to 9/11, the law enforcement
community demonstrated
little interest in investigating
or prosecuting individuals who
traveled abroad to fight in an
overseas jihad.
In the fall of 2014, Zale Thompson allegedly
attacked police officers with a hatchet in New
York.109 He is believed to have been inspired in
part by ISIS.110 And in November, a student at the
University of California, Merced stabbed four people
on campus, after visiting ISIS websites.111 In January,
Edward Archer allegedly shot Philadelphia police
officer Jesse Hartnett. Archer allegedly told police, “I
pledge my allegiance to the Islamic State, and that’s
why I did what I did.”112
In addition to these five ISIS-inspired attacks, on
July 16, 2015, Mohammad Abdulazeez killed five
people in shootings at two military facilities in
Chattanooga, Tennessee. In December 2015, the
FBI confirmed that Abdulazeez was inspired by
foreign terrorist organization online propaganda.
FBI Director James Comey told reporters, “There
is no doubt that the Chattanooga killer was
inspired, motivated by foreign terrorist organization
propaganda.”113 However, many of the details
regarding Abdulazeez’s motivation remain unclear.
He did reportedly have material linked to Anwar
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al-Awlaki, the American cleric who became a leader
in Al-Qaeda in the Arabian Peninsula.114 He was also
reportedly suicidal and wrestled with drug use.115
Regardless of the details of which group and what
other factors influenced his decision to commit
violence, his actions further demonstrate the
potential for deadly inspired violence.
The United States has seen a number of plots that
were inspired by ISIS in addition to the deadly
attacks in Garland, Texas and San Bernardino,
California.
• In January 2015, the United States filed a
criminal complaint charging Christopher Lee
Cornell in relation to an alleged plot to attack
the U.S. Capitol.116 According to the complaint,
Cornell posted material supportive of ISIS
online, which led to his eventual arrest.117 He
has pleaded not guilty.
• In February 2015, the United States charged
three Brooklyn men with conspiring to provide
material support to ISIS, and in the complaint
alleged that the men had discussed potential
attacks inside the United States.118 Two other
men were charged in April and June 2015 for
helping to fund other group members’ alleged
plans to travel to fight in Syria.119
• In March 2015, the United States unsealed
charges against Hasan Edmonds, a 22-year-old
member of the National Guard, and his cousin
Jonas Edmonds, alleging that Hasan Edmonds
had sought to travel to fight with ISIS and that
the two had plotted to have Jonas Edmonds
conduct an attack against a military facility
in the United States.120 Both men pled guilty
to conspiracy to provide material support in
December 2015.121
• In April 2015, the United States charged John
T. Booker and Alexander Blair with an alleged
plot to bomb Fort Riley, in Kansas, in support
of ISIS.122 Booker pleaded guilty to attempting
to use a weapon of mass destruction and
attempting to destroy government property
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by fire or explosion in February 2016.123 Blair
pleaded not guilty.
• The same month, the United States charged
two New York City women, Noelle Velentzas
and Asia Siddiqui, in relation to a domestic
attack plot in support of ISIS.124 According to
the complaint, Siddiqui had regular contact
with members of Al-Qaeda in the Arabian
Peninsula.125 When FBI agents arrested
Velentzas and Siddiqui in Queens, they
seized propane tanks, soldering tools, a
pressure cooker, fertilizer, and bomb-making
instructions.126 They have pleaded not guilty.
• Also in April, the United States filed a complaint
charging Miguel Moran Diaz, a 46-yearold resident of Miami, with possession of a
firearm as a felon.127 The complaint alleges
that he discussed conducting an attack in
support of ISIS.128 The investigation involved
an informant.129 Diaz pleaded guilty and was
sentenced to 10 years in prison.130
• On June 2, 2015, Boston police shot and killed
Usaamah Rahim, a 26-year-old Massachusetts
resident who had a knife when the officers
approached him.131 The exact circumstances of
the encounter are disputed.132 Rahim had been
under 24-hour surveillance as part of a terrorism
investigation into his activity.133
• On June 3, 2015 the United States filed a
criminal complaint charging David Wright, a
25-year-old relative of Rahim’s, with conspiracy
with intent to obstruct a federal investigation by
destroying evidence.134 The complaint alleged
that Wright and Rahim had plotted to behead
Pamela Geller, the organizer of the Garland,
Texas, cartoon drawing contest, but that Rahim
had become impatient and planned to attack
police officers in Massachusetts. On June 12, the
United States filed a second criminal complaint
adding Nicholas Rovinski, a 24-year-old Rhode
Island man who met Wright online last year, to
the alleged conspiracy and charging Wright and
Rovinski with conspiring to provide material
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support to ISIS through the plot.135 Wright and
Rovinski have pleaded not guilty.
• On July 4, 2015, the United States arrested
Alex Ciccolo, a 23-year-old Massachusetts
resident and son of a Boston police captain,
and charged him with possessing firearms as a
felon.136 Documents filed in the case allege that
Ciccolo was inspired by ISIS and was plotting to
conduct attacks.137 Ciccolo was monitored by an
informant.138 He has pleaded not guilty.
• On July 28, 2015, the United States charged
Harlem Suarez, a 23-year-old Floridian, with
attempting to explode a backpack bomb at
a public beach in support of ISIS.139 Suarez
was monitored by an informant.140 Suarez has
pleaded not guilty.
In most of the above cases, the alleged plotters
were monitored by an informant or undercover
officer, which suggests that U.S. law enforcement is
doing a good job of staying on top of plots as they
develop. However, the San Bernardino, Garland,
and Chattanooga attacks reveal the limits of these
investigative efforts as do incidents that involve
less sophistication, for example the attacks by Zale
Thompson, Edward Archer, and at the University of
California, Merced.

Threat to the United States by European
Returnees
Western fighters from countries other than the
United States have traveled to fight in Syria and
could pose a threat to the United States. So far
we have not seen a case of a foreign fighter from
another Western country traveling to the United
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States to conduct an attack; however, it is not
beyond the realm of possibility. Since 9/11, two of
the most serious al-Qaeda plots against the United
States have been infiltration attacks from abroad
– the 2001 attempt to bring down a U.S. airliner by
British “shoe bomber” Richard Reid and the 2009
Christmas Day bombing attempt against another
U.S. airliner by Nigerian “underwear bomber” Umar
Farouk Abdulmutallab.

The large number of foreign
fighters traveling to fight in Syria
from other countries magnifies
the potential threat of an
infiltration attack, especially
from countries that enjoy the
“visa waiver” program with the
United States.
The large number of foreign fighters traveling to
fight in Syria from other countries magnifies the
potential threat of an infiltration attack, especially
given the high numbers of foreign fighters from
countries that enjoy the “visa waiver” program
with the United States, such as Australia, Belgium,
France, Germany, the Netherlands, and the
United Kingdom. The program allows citizens of
participating countries to enter the United States
without a visa.
Tracking the many foreign fighters from Western
countries who have gone to Syria and have returned
to the West poses a greater challenge than tracking
the handful of returning American fighters.
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THE SEVERE THREAT TO EUROPE

The threat facing Europe is severe. Well-developed
jihadist networks in Europe—particularly in France
and Belgium—have demonstrated their capability
to conduct deadly attacks. This is particularly true
of the Brussels neighborhood of Molenbeek, where,
according to New America research, 13 of the 31
people associated with November’s Paris attacks are
from.141 The threat is also driven by the large number
of Europeans who have traveled to fight in Syria and
the existence of more developed jihadist networks
in Europe.

Well-Developed Jihadist Networks
The attacks that shook Paris on the evening
of November 13, 2015 were conducted by 10
individuals. Two were responsible for planning
and logistics, three individuals carried out the
attacks at the Stade de France soccer stadium,
three more were responsible for the Bataclan
theatre tragedy, and two undertook the shootings
at the collection of restaurants. (It should be noted
that two of the three Stade de France attackers,
known alternatively as Ahmad al-Mohammed and
M. al Mahmod, entered Europe via Greece under
false or stolen identities. Hence, their history and
general profiles—outside of the locations of their
deaths and their dates of entry into Greece—are
still unknown.)142 Excluding these two men and the
recently-captured Salah Abdeslam, seven of the 10
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Paris attackers had spent time fighting for ISIS in
some capacity in Syria.143
The Paris attacks succeeded because the 10 key
perpetrators relied on a network of 21 militants
that New America has identified who aided the
attackers both in Belgium and France. Mohamed
Bakkali, for instance, owned a safehouse in the
Belgian town of Auvelais that was used as a
hideout.144 Mohamed Amri and Hamza Attou, who
are both from Molenbeek, had spent time there
with Salah and Ibrahim Abdeslam. Amri and Attou
were arrested in Belgium shortly after the Paris
attacks and were accused of transporting Salah
Abdeslam by car over the French border and back
to Brussels.145 Salah Abdeslam was able to avoid
capture for four months because of the network that
had been built by ISIS upon which Abdeslam could
rely when he returned to Brussels after he had fled
from Paris.
Western European countries face a much greater
threat from ISIS than the United States does because
militants can draw upon these established jihadist
networks that can give rise to more sophisticated
and deadly attacks.
The network involved in the Paris attacks is not
the only example. In Belgium, the Sharia4Belgium
radical Salafist group actively encouraged and
aided members’ travel to Syria. A total of 46 group
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members were eventually tried in Antwerp and
convicted in February 2015.146 Six returnees from
Syria (Bilal El Makhoukhi, Elias Taketloune,
Hakim Elouassaki, Michael Delefortrie, Mohamed
El Youssoufi, and Walid Lakdim) were given
sentences ranging from one to five years in
prison.147 Returnee Jejoen Bontinck testified
for the prosecution and received a 40-month
suspended sentence.148 An estimated 10 percent
of the Belgian fighters in Syria were connected to
Sharia4Belgium.149

Salah Abdeslam was able to avoid
capture for four months because
of the network that had been built
by ISIS upon which Abdeslam
could rely when he returned to
Brussels.
The one confirmed deadly attack in the West by a
returnee from Syria prior to the November 13 Paris
attacks was the May 24, 2014 shooting rampage
at a Jewish museum in Brussels that killed four.150
Returnee Mehdi Nemmouche was arrested around
one week later by customs officials at a train station
in Marseille, France, where they discovered in his
luggage a Kalashnikov rifle wrapped in a sheet
bearing the name ISIS, ammunition, and a tape in
which he admitted to the shooting.151 Nemmouche
currently awaits trial in Belgium for murder
and attempted murder.152 Nemmouche, a French
national, left for Syria at the age of 28 in January
2013, around one month after he was released from
a five-year French prison sentence for robbery,
his seventh conviction—although none were for
terrorism-related crimes.153 Nemmouche, whose
nom de jihad was Abu Omar the Hitter, reportedly
spent time as an ISIS prison guard in Aleppo where
he beat and tortured hostages.154 He returned to
France from Syria in March 2014, despite being on
French watch lists, avoiding detection by exploiting
Europe’s open borders.155
Prior to the Paris attacks, a total of seven other
returnees were either arrested for plotting violence
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or killed during a police raid. Three are Belgian and
four are French.
• A French returnee only known as Reda was
arrested in August 2015 after spending one week
in Syria, where he was instructed to carry out
an attack killing as many people as possible,
potentially at a concert hall.156
• In Belgium, a dozen simultaneous raids in
multiple cities, including Brussels and Verviers,
in January 2015 resulted in the arrests of 13
jihadists, including returnee Marouane El
Bali, and the deaths of two returnees, Sofiane
Amghar and Khalid Ben Larbi.157 In December
2014, Amghar and Larbi had returned to
Belgium after half a year in Syria fighting with
ISIS.158 The two were under 24-hour surveillance
by Belgium’s secret service upon their return in
an investigation that involved other members
of their cell in Belgium, Greece, and Syria,
including individuals who had never traveled
to Syria.159 When police raided their safe house
on January 15, 2015, Amghar, Larbi, and El Bali
were in the final stages of planning a major
terrorist attack against police, according to a
senior Belgian counterterrorism official.160
• France arrested Mohamed Ouharani, 20, in
Paris in July 2014 for plotting to carry out an
attack on Ile-de-France after he returned from
Syria via Lebanon, where he initially planned to
carry out an attack.161
• French national Ibrahim Boudina was arrested
in Italy in January 2014 for an imminent attack,
and police discovered bomb-making materials
in his French apartment building after his
arrest.162
• Frenchman Lyes Darani, 23, was arrested in
Lille in October 2013 and was reported to have
had on him a manual explaining how to make
a bomb and a religious pledge to commit a
suicide attack.163 While it was reported that he
was arrested for plotting violence, details of the
alleged plot are not available.
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Larger Numbers of Fighters
There are an estimated 6,900 Western fighters
who have gone to fight in Syria.164 According to a
statement from French Prime Minister Manuel Valls
in March 2016, there are more than 600 French
fighters in Syria and Iraq. 170 French nationals
have been killed in Iraq and Syria, while 300 have
returned to France. Philip Hammond, the UK
foreign secretary, said in January 2016 that there
are roughly 800 Britons who have fought in Syria,
half of whom are still there. The German Federal
Criminal Police (or BKA as it is known in Germany)
noted that there are 800 Germans who have gone
to fight with ISIS and other extremist networks in
Syria. Of those, 260 have returned to Germany and
some have faced legal ramifications. Jan Jambon,
the minister of Belgium’s interior ministry, released
figures in January 2016 that showed 464 Belgians
were fighting in Syria.165
According to the House Homeland Security
Committee’s March 2016 “Terror Threat Snapshot,”
there have been 1,900 European foreign fighters who
have returned from Iraq and Syria.
With large numbers of Europeans traveling to fight
in Syria, several nations including France, Belgium,
and Germany are reporting strains on their ability to
effectively monitor returnees. According to officials
interviewed by the New York Times, each French
individual placed under surveillance requires 25
agents to maintain round the clock monitoring.166
French terrorism expert Jean-Charles Brisard
estimates that France has 3,000 to 5,000 people
under surveillance and only 3,000 people to do
that work.167 The strain on resources produced by
ever increasing numbers of foreign fighters who
need to be monitored was in part behind the failure
to maintain surveillance of the Kouachi brothers,
who conducted the attack on the satirical magazine
Charlie Hebdo in Paris.168 Similarly, one of the
attackers in the November 13, 2015, Paris attacks
was already known to police.169
In December 2014, German Federal Prosecutor
General Harald Range stated said that given the
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large number of terrorism cases being prosecuted
in Germany, “We are at the limits of our capacity,”
adding that new cases kept emerging: “What
worries me is the speed with which people are
radicalizing, or being radicalized. We are facing
a phenomenon which needs a broad strategy of
prevention.”170
In the immediate aftermath of the Brussels
attacks, one Belgian counterterrorim official
told BuzzFeed News that the small size of the
Belgian government and the high quantity of open
terrorism investigations have strained the ability
to investigate effectively. Speaking anonymously,
the official said, “We just don’t have the people to
watch anything else and, frankly, we don’t have the
infrastructure to properly investigate or monitor
hundreds of individuals suspected of terror links,
as well as pursue the hundreds of open files and
investigations we have.”171

ISIS-Inspired Threats
In addition to terrorism by returnees and those
they organize, Europe and the West more broadly
continues to face threats from individuals inspired
but not trained or directed by ISIS.
In the aftermath of the Paris attacks in November,
many other individuals have been inspired by ISIS
to carry out terrorist attacks or recruit on behalf of
the group.
On February 26, 2016 a Macedonian man living in
a village near Venice, Italy was arrested by Italian
anti-terror police in connection to his role as an
active ISIS recruiter in northeastern Italy. The
recruiter, Ajhan Veapi, was radicalized by a Bosnian
imam.172
The most significant act of ISIS-inspired violence
in the West was the attacks conducted by Amedy
Coulibaly in Paris, where on January 8, 2015, he
shot and killed a Parisian policewoman and the
next day killed four people he took hostage at a
kosher supermarket.173 The attacks coincided with
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the attack on Charlie Hebdo’s offices by Said and
Cherif Kouachi, which killed 12 people, and in his
martyrdom video, Coulibaly said he coordinated
the attack with the Kouachis.174 While the Kouachis
declared themselves followers of Al-Qaeda in the
Arabian Peninsula, Coulibaly declared allegiance
to ISIS leader Abu Bakr al-Baghdadi in the video.175
Coulibaly was not a veteran returnee of the Syrian
conflict but he was inspired by ISIS propaganda.

Europe and the West more broadly
continues to face threats from
individuals inspired but not
trained or directed by ISIS.
On February 6, 2015, Omar Abdel Hamid El-Hussein,
a 22-year-old born in Denmark, shot and killed two
people in Copenhagen, one victim in an attack on
the Krudttoenden Cafe, which was hosting a free
speech event that included Swedish artist Lars
Vilks, who had been targeted by jihadists because
of his drawings of the Prophet Mohammed, and the
second victim in a later attack at a synagogue.176
According to the Danish government, El-Hussein
had never been to Syria.177 El-Hussein had pledged
fealty to ISIS in a Facebook post before the attacks,
writing that he gave his “allegiance to Abu Bakr in
full obedience in the good and bad things. And I
won’t dispute with him unless it is an outrageous
disbelief.”178 He had been previously active in
Denmark’s violent gang scene, was known to police
as a result, and had been released from prison
two weeks before the attacks.179 Denmark’s prison
service had sent a warning regarding El-Hussein’s
potential for radicalization to Danish intelligence.180
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On December 15, 2014, Man Haron Monis took
dozens of people hostage in a Lindt Cafe in Sydney,
Australia, triggering a 16-hour siege that resulted in
the deaths of two hostages in addition to himself.181
Monis displayed a black Islamic flag—not the ISIS
flag—and demanded a proper ISIS flag during his
attack; he further demanded that politicians call
his action an ISIS attack.182 Monis also pledged
allegiance to ISIS in a post on his website just days
before his attack.183
Other plots inspired by or linked to ISIS include:
• On February 11, 2015, two Australian men,
Omar Al-Kutobi, 24, and Mohammad Kiad, 25,
were arrested for allegedly plotting an attack
to take place later that day that Australia Prime
Minister Tony Abbott said was inspired by
ISIS.184
• On March 10, 2015, Spanish authorities
announced that they had arrested two men who
were plotting an attack in Spain or neighboring
countries.185 The men apparently had contact
with ISIS members online and were involved
with four men arrested in January who were
preparing an attack.186
• Even teenagers have been inspired by ISIS to
commit violence. In October 2014, a 14-year-old
Austrian boy was arrested for planning to bomb
a major Vienna train station in the name of
ISIS.187 According to the charging document, the
boy made “concrete enquiries into about buying
ingredients” for a bomb and planned to travel
to Syria to join ISIS after the bombing.188 The
boy was convicted in May 2015 of belonging to
a terrorist organization and sentenced to eight
months in jail.189
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